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Directors Board of Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cindy joins Trackside full-time after transitioning to the Non-Profit sector following a successful 20+ year consumer products R&D career.  Cindy lives here in Wilton with her husband, Dave Heiden where they both actively volunteer with Wilton CERT.  In addition to over 10 years of volunteer experiences, Cindy has helped raise 4 stepchildren ranging from 23 to 13 and is currently pursuing a Certificate for Non-Profit Management from UCONN.   Cindy leads the day to day Operations and Fundraising efforts for TracksideJohn joins Trackside in a part-time capacity, coordinating the programs and events for our teens.   John is a 6th grade teacher at Middlebrook Middle School here in Wilton where he also lives with his wife, Heather and 2 daughters.  John brings his passion for fun here to Trackside and will be a source of great energy and enthusiasm while helping our teens thrive.John and I both transitioned from the Board which left some open spots… so in addition to these staffing changes, we’ve recently brought 3 new members to the Board -  Meredith Gilmor, Greg Sommers, Bob Lenihan.
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Research has shown that most teen centers fail in under 3 years.   Despite both teens and adults wishing and wanting someplace for the teens to gather safely and engage in activities that interest them.    Why is it that they fail?   Is it because the teens don’t actually show up? -  too busy, wrong activities, wrong atmosphere, accessibility -   Is it because after the initial influx of funding and support, the community doesn’t continue to financially support the organization or is it some other, elusive reason that most don’t make it.    Even around here, you can look around and see – Darien has closed, New Canaan has closed… but Wilton continues to sustain… this coming fall, we will be open to our teens for 15 years… a somewhat exceptional and impressive achievement, especially when you consider the thousands of teens that have come through our town and our doors.
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So why has Trackside been sustained?   It’s because we have been able to sustain a unique mixture of 5 key ingredients that have been shown to be important for sustainable youth and teen centers.    These are   Teen Leadership, Mentorship, Energizing Leadership, Effective Coordination and Community Support.      Notice that these aren’t the typical focuses of money and facilities, but they are more focused on the people, the resources and the relationships.   When these are met, teen centers such as ours, are then able to meet the facility and financial needs to not just sustain, but be successful and impactful.   So let’s break them down….
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Responsibility, Input, Respect

 Student Advisory Boards
 Responsive to Requests
 Code of Conduct
 Coaching
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Think about the world of today’s teens… some of you have teens in your lives, others may only hear and see them anecdotally… either way, when we consider our teens in some ways they are the same as before and in other the ways it’s changed.   Teens today are more connected via the internet than ever before, their days and evenings are more booked with activities, in general they have more parental oversight (but maybe less parenting!) and they are more pressured and stressed with thoughts of their futures.    They are also often told where to be, who to be, what to do and what success looks like.Now envision, It’s after school or a Friday night, one of those rare times when some teens don’t have somewhere they must be…. They might be sitting home alone, gathered downtown, are driving around or bouncing friend to friend’s house.    Ask them why and they will reply “there’s nothing to do”…    but when you speak to them more having something to do isn’t enough.   This is where Teen ownership comes in to play.   Teens want to have a sense of responsibility for the center and know that they have input into what’s going on.   Teens, as they transition from being a child to an adult, want to be heard, understood and respected… be seen as knowledgeable experts in their lives.    While adults play important roles in oversight, supervision and governance, it’s important that teen ownership be visible to the teens.       At Trackside, we have tackled this in a few ways… the first is that we have continually had Student Governing Boards – both middle school and high school levels who help to guide the activities at the center and serve as ambassadors to their peers.  The SGBs have come up with a number of ideas, and have been critical in helping us understand how to appeal to teens of different ages and interest.        Our teens also have a say in how the facility looks… just recently, the teens voted on what colors we used to repaint the Board Room, how to refresh the Mario room and are now thinking about how we use the Red Room and Theater going forward.   A few of our Board members teens also helped repaint the Great Room, Café and Reception.   They get a proud grin when we share that with others.We also have a suggestion board at the Café and for programs so teens can give their input… and they love seeing us respond… the latest was bring back ice cream and adding Gatorade to Snackside café… small to us, but meaningful to them.Overall, we make sure teens know that they have responsibility for Trackside, input in what goes on there and that there is an expectation that they will not only participate, but encourage their friends to do so also.   
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Mentorship is the next piece of the puzzle.   Most of the time when someone says mentorship in this context, Staff to Teen mentorship comes to mind… and that’s important.   Our teens need to know that we are here for them, additional adults that they can confide in, relate to, trust and even just hang out with while at Trackside.   Yeah, we may run the facility, but we are here because we are passionate about helping them through these crazy teen years.      So the personalities of the Staff are important, and building trusting relationships with the teens is important.   Ryan – 5 years;   John – school;  Me – building relationships.What we’ve recently heard from our Teen Leaders, is that Teen to Teen mentorship is also important, and that Trackside has the potential to serve this area in a unique way… we are not a school, we are not their teachers, coaches, counselors or others who have expectations about who they are, who they will be… and many fewer rules about how they have to behave.    Teens can be who they are and be open in a unique way at Trackside….   One way this shows up is Safe Rides… we love having Safe Rides at Trackside and are working with the High Schoolers to enjoy and use the facility even more when they are there on Friday and Saturday nights.   We are also implementing new programs at the request of our Teens… we are starting a Rising Up series – the teens have gotten crazy excited about this.   Rising 6th Graders will hear from current Middle schoolers….  Rising 8th Graders from panels of HS teens and our High Schoolers want to hear from recent college Freshman.   They want to ask all those questions in a forum where they won’t be (as) judged… in a adult free zone.Improv
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Next on the list of important ingredients in Energizing Leadership….   This is where the staff and volunteers come in.   A successful and sustainable center needs a sustainable energy source (no, not solar!) to drive project, motivate and inspire others.   Trackside has been blessed with a string of Program Directors that have served this role and provided this energy over the past 15 years.   Program Directors also create the momentum on the types of activities and programs that draw in the teens… so diversity, creativity and openness is important in this role.Our latest addition – John Priest will also serve this role in an exceptional way.  As the “pied piper of Wilton’s teens”, the place lights up when he arrives each afternoon and with HS students come back and see he’s here.    John has an amazing way to connect with the teens, help them feel comfortable and encourage them to open up.   It’s a joy to see him interact each day, and I have already learned so much from him.  
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Next up is Effective Coordination.    Running a Teen Center… especially one that is also a 4000+ sq ft rental facility is no small feat.   Identifying, mobilizing resources to help ensure stewardship and impact are at the forefront of decisions is critical to success.   Effective coordination allows us to focus on develop and operational activities while also ensure we are focusing on and interacting with the teens.    Effective Coordination starts with the Board of Directors, our Student Governing Board, our staff and some very important community angels who support us behind the scenes.   Ensuring that these groups are interconnected and informed to effectively support each other is an important role… tapping into the strengths, talents of each group provides opportunities for individuals to be involved in meaningful and important ways, creating connectedness and ownership.   
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The last piece ingredient of successful teens centers… to be honest, is the one that has me worried as we go forward.    Trackside had a significant amount of community support which has waned over the years.   Despite being one of Wilton’s top 30 Treasures… many people and business owners do now know about us, where we are or who we are… and that’s worrisome.   To remain successful, we depend on support from the community to operate, identify and secure resources and for volunteers.   Refreshing Trackside, building and rebuilding collaborative partnerships, driving participation in teen events as well as community events and helping not just our teen community to get involved, but also our adult community to get involved is a goal and focus for the year to come.   We are looking for and open to a wide variety of ideas in this area… are actively working with Board of Ed, School of Rock, WEF, SEPTA and other groups to build relationships and to help build awareness of what a neat and flexbile community asset we are.   We are open to more ideas and opportunities as well. Overall, we want to drive our community connectedness to the next level… for individuals and businesses to care about how we are and the unique services we provide to our vulnerable teens… the town, banding together can further help take are of our teens and their unique concerns.
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So… those are the 5 magic ingredients… where are the Board, John and I have created an impact… let’s look at some photos from the past year.    We have had over 300 Separate Teens come through our after school and evening programs since the beginning of the school year…. These teens have signed in over 1300 times with multiple teens spending more than 60 afternoons at Trackside… that’s the equivalent of over 2x per week.   That doesn’t include the over 150 safe rides teens nor all of the teens who’ve enjoyed Trackside for banquets, seminars and parties.Our support for the community has also continued to evolve.   The most notable change this past year is the Genesis program.   All the improvements have also helped us attract a wide array of rentals…Town Meetings and Training Events for Emergency ServicesUpdated interior appealing to more events such as reunions, showers, anniversary parties, bday parties, higher end mitzvahsAlso helping our fellow nonprofits.. .minks to sinks,  scouts…



Coming in the Fall….

Chili Fest 
& Chuck –a- Duck 

Parents’ Nights Out

And  More!
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In addition to the happenings at our facility… we are passionate about supporting Trackside and the Broader community through our fundraising efforts as well.    This summer we will have our 8th annual golf event and we’ve just recently announced the return of our Food Truck Festival for August 17th.    This Fall, we are planning on additional events including a Chili Fest… Chuck-a-Duck at a football game and a new Moms, Dads and Parents night our series… some will be Trackside events for parents… and some we will free up the parents for a night out on the town – or home with some peace and quiet.



Upcoming Events



Thank you….
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